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[ Overview ]

Data Model

Corruption

Our observation:
The evolution of model accuracy for clean and bad samples:

Our main contributions:
1. We propose ITLM as a generic approach to the problem of training with tainted data;

2. We analyze ITLM for generalized linear model, for multiple corruption models;

3. We apply ITLM to a wide range of bad training data settings;

4. ITLM is comparable with SOTA results (without using any identified clean sample)

on several tasks.

[ Exact Trimmed Loss Estimator ]

✓̂(TL) = argmin
✓2B
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S:|S|=b↵nc
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i2S
f✓(si),

1. Identification condition for ✓?: For every ✏ > 0 there exists a � > 0 such that if

✓ 2 B\U(✓?, ✏), we have that F (✓)� F (✓?) > �.

2. Regularity conditions: D✓ is absolutely continuous for any ✓ 2 B. d✓ is bounded

uniformly in ✓ 2 B, and is locally positive in a neighborhood of its ↵-quantile. f✓(s) is

differentiable in ✓ for ✓ 2 U(✓?, ✏), for some ✏ > 0.

Lemma 1.Under Assumptions 1 and 2, the estimator ✓̂(TL) satisfies:
���Sn(✓̂(TL))� Sn(✓?)

���!
0 with probability 1, as n!1.

[ Algorithmic Solution ]

Algorithm 1 Iterative Trimmed Loss Minimization (ITLM)

1: input: samples {si}ni=1, number of rounds T ,

fraction of samples ↵
2: (optional) initialize: ✓0 argmin✓

P
i2[n] f✓(si)

3: for t = 0, · · · , T � 1 do

4: choose samples with smallest current loss f✓t

St arg min
S:|S|=b↵nc

X

i2S
f✓t(si)

5: ✓t+1 = ModelUpdate(✓t, St, t)
6: return: ✓T

[ Theoretical Analysis ]

We analyze ITLM for generalized linear models with errors in the outputs, and inputs

satisfy feature regularity condition.

We are given samples each of the form (x, y) such that

y = !(�(x)> · ✓?) + e, (clean samples) y = r + e, (bad samples) (1)

Lemma 2 (linear case, informal).The following per round update property holds w.h.p.:
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where �t =  +(|St\S?|),'t =
���
P
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2
, ⇠t =

pPn
i=1 k�(xi)k22 log n.

1. Consistency in the clean data setting (↵? = 1).

2. (2) helps better analyze convergence behavior in multiple corruption settings.

3. Finer chracterization: �t/ �(↵n) goes down as long as |St\S?| goes down, which,

e.g., gives super-linear convergence for the random corruption settings.

4. See more results in our paper.

Theorem 3 (arbitrary/random corruptions). Assume !(x) = x. We are given clean
sample ratio ↵? > cth, and ITLM with ↵ such that ↵  ↵? and sample size n = ⌦(d log d).
Then w.h.p., we have:

k✓?�✓t+1k2  tk✓?�✓tk2 + c1
p
t�+

c2⇠t
n
�.

Where t  1
2 when r is arbitrary, and t  c{

p
k✓t � ✓?k22 + �2 _ log n

n } when r is random
sub-Gaussian output.

[ Conclusion & Discussion ]

- ITLM is capable of solving multiple types of data poisoning in a principled way.

- Our empirical results show the power of early stopping in the robust learning set-

ting, which is of independent interest.

- We do not require any clean validation data.

- Estimating corruption ratio is an interesting open question.

[ Empirical Performance of ITLM on Multiple Tasks ]

Synthetic experiments:

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: Synthetic experiments: (a) small measurement noise; (b) large measurement noise; (c) different good sample ratio.

Classification with bad labels

- We consider two types of noise:

+ random label error

+ systematic label error

- Re-initialize the network per iteration

- May use early stopping for speedup.

- No clean validation set.

Table 1: Classification accuracy with random/systematic label error.

dataset 5% MNIST with two-layer CNN CIFAR-10 with WideResNet16-10

Systematic Label Error

#clean

#total
Baseline ITLM Oracle Centroid 1-step �↵ : 10% �↵ : 15% Baseline ITLM Oracle

60% 66.69 84.98 92.44 70.25 74.29 85.91 79.80 62.03 81.01 90.14

80% 89.91 91.93 92.93 90.18 91.38 90.92 89.06 80.17 89.34 91.33

Random Label Error

#clean

#total
Baseline ITLM Oracle Centroid 1-step �↵ : 10% �↵ : 15% Baseline ITLM Oracle

30% 80.87 84.54 91.37 80.89 93.91 80.39 68.00 49.58 64.74 85.78

70% 91.18 91.12 92.82 91.25 90.28 90.41 88.37 73.60 88.23 90.72

Table 2: ITLM v.s. state-of-the-art approaches on CIFAR-10.

ITLM does not need any identified clean data. (acc.-1: accu-

racy of the algorithm; acc.-2 : accuracy with the full dataset.)

method clean % acc.-1 / acc.-2 extra clean samples?

1. Ours 60% 86.12 / 92.40 No

2. Reweight 60% 86.92 / 95.5 Yes, 1k

4. MentorNet PD 60% 77.6 / 96 No

5. MentorNet DD 60% 88.7 / 96 Yes, 5k

6. Ours 20% 42.24 / 92.40 No

7. MentorNet PD 20% 28.3 / 96 No

8. MentorNet DD 20% 46.3 / 96 Yes, 5k

Table 3: Generative models from mixed training data: A quantitative mea-

sure

MNIST(clean)-Fashion(bad) CelebA(clean)-CIFAR10(bad)

orig 90% 80% 70% 90% 80% 70%

iter-1 91.90% 76.84% 77.77% 97.12% 81.34% 75.57%

iter-2 96.05% 91.95% 79.12% 97.33% 88.11% 76.45%

iter-3 99.15% 96.14% 85.66% 97.43% 89.48% 86.63%

iter-4 100.0% 99.67% 91.51% 97.53% 92.89% 82.15%

iter-5 100.0% 100.0% 97.00% 98.14% 92.94% 94.02%

Image generation with bad images

baseline 1st iter. 3rd iter. 5th iter. baseline 1st iter. 3rd iter. 5th iter.

Figure 2: Qualitative performance of ILFB for GANs: (1) left: 80% MNIST + 20% Fashion-MNIST; (2) right: 70% CelebA + 30% CIFAR-10.

Defending backdoor attacks with adversarial (image, label) pairs

We use early stopping to filter samples at each round.

a-“horse”

dataset-1

b-“horse” (bad)

dataset-1

c-“ship”

dataset-2

d-“ship” (bad)

dataset-2

Figure 3: Illustration of typical clean and backdoor samples in back-

door attacked training sets.

naive training with ITLM

class a! b shape test-1 / test-2 acc. test-1 / test-2 acc.

1! 2 X 90.32 / 97.50 90.31 / 0.10

9! 4 X 89.83 / 96.30 90.02 / 0.60

6! 0 L 89.83 / 98.10 89.84 / 1.30

2! 8 L 90.23 / 97.90 89.70 / 1.20

Table 4: Defending backdoor attack samples. test-1 acc.: true testing

accuracy, test-2 acc.: the testing accuracy on the test set made by

the adversary.
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Goal

Large dataset may contain unidentifiable corruptions

A generic approach for training with tainted data

Early on, models are more accurate on the good samples.
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 � E.g., Batch SGD subroutine


